
 

 

MADAN MOHAN METAL WORKS  

A Trusted name in manufacturing in Railway Sector, Automobile 

Spares,  Textile Machineries Spares and any Mechanical Parts as per 

drawing. 

 

INTRODUCTION. 

MADAN MOHAN METAL WORKS one of an Unique Firm in the Howrah area 

- which was famous as the "Sheffield of Asia". This Firm was Established in 

the year 1990. It situated at Hantal, Bargachia, Howrah (Shefieldof Asia) West 

Bengal. The Proprietor, Mr SWAPAN KUMAR SAU has reached this position 

with a lot of Struggle and having practical Experience. It location from Howrah 

Station is near about 22 km towards West. The company is a complete 

Manufacturing unit. The Company Manufacturers of various spares of Railway 

Equipment like ‘Q’ Relay components and switches, ELD cabinet and Rack, 

Head Light Body parts, Spare Parts for Automobile Sector like Base plate for 

air spring, Spare Parts for Textile Machines and mills like Jute Loom 

Machinery spares, Electrical Equipment, House hold Products and any type of 

Mechanical Products as per drawing and Requirements. 

 

ABOUT OUR COMPANY 

We are experience Manufacturers of various spares of Railway Equipment like 

‘Q’ Relay components and switches, ELD cabinet and Rack, Head Light Body 

parts, Spare Parts for Automobile Sector like Base plate for air spring, Spare 

Parts for Textile Machines and mills like Jute Loom Machinery spares, 

Electrical Equipment, House hold Products and any type of Mechanical 

Products as per drawing and Requirements. 

 



 

 

MISSION 

From the time of our establishment, we have pursued the line of meeting our 

customers' request and demand before anything. MADAN MOHAN METAL 

WORKS reaches to this specific mission by working dedicatedly to meet the 

client's ever-changing demands. We aspire to turn into the leader of a sort in 

the Railway Equipment. Getting in more and more clients in our existing list on 

the basis of our offered tools and machines will see where we intend to be. 

 

TEAM 

MADAN MOHAN METAL WORKS savors the teams of highly experienced 

professionals which are spread across the entire sections of the company. 

The efficient teams work in our R&D unit, design unit, production unit and 

delivery unit with a great care to meet up all the needs and demands of our 

existing as well as prospective clients. Our leadership positions in design & 

production technology have presented our customers with first class solutions. 

With such a strong team, we are constantly scaling new heights and excelling 

beyond the clients specifications and needs. 

 

INFRASTRUCTURE AND R&D 

Research and development plays a crucial part in bringing status and goodwill 

for any technological and engineering firm. Being an important part of any 

organization, we have also set-up a highly sophisticated research and 

development unit within our office premise. This R&D unit has been 

established to meet the every split second requirement of the machines and 

tools manufacturing and designing process.  

We forever flourish to bestow our best to the clients we have which helps us 

attain high innovation rate in our R&D unit. 

 

 



 

OUR PRODUCTS 

Manufacturers of various spares of Railway Equipment like ‘Q’ Relay 

components and switches, ELD cabinet and Rack, Head Light Body parts, 

Spare Parts for Automobile Sector like Base plate for air spring, Spare Parts 

for Textile Machines and mills like Jute Loom Machinery spares, Electrical 

Equipment, House hold  Products and any type of Mechanical Products as per 

drawing and Requirements. 

 

RAILWAY SECTOR:  

 

 

 

 

 



 

AUTOMOBILE SECTOR :  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TEXTILE MACHINERY:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONTACT DETAILS: 

MADAN MOHAN METAL WORKS 

Vill+P.O.:Hantal, Via:Bargachia, Howrah-711404,West Bengal 711404.    

Telefax + 9103214 255252, MOBILE : +91 9434643432,                           

Email : mmmw1990@yahoo.com Web: https://www.mmmetalworks.com/ 

mailto:mmmw1990@yahoo.com

